GOLDEN CASTLE
ID: goldencastle
Columns x rows: 6x6
RTP: 96.34%
Max Win: 20000 xBet
Hit Freq: 33.81%
Free Spins Value: 66.84 xBet
Default: 1 Euro
Min: 0.2 Euro
Max: 50 Euro

Golden Castle is a 6x6 TITANWAYS™ video slot, taking place in the
haunted remains of a gilded castle.
This game marks the debut of Fantasma Games' new TITANWAYS™
feature which is a brand new ways evaluation system that intermingles
oversized symbols on the reel creating varying amounts of TITANWAYS™
and volatility each spin.
The game also features avalanche and the “Wild Haunt Feature” in which
the Ghost King of the castle will break apart oversized symbols and
transform them into wild reflections of himself.
Golden Castle also features a re-triggerable Free Spin mode with a
growing multiplier that increases by x1 for each win.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

NORMAL SYMBOLS

WIN PROBABILITIES
Big Win: (15+) 1 in 120
Super Win: (40+) 1 in 345
Mega Win: (70+) 1 in 655
Epic Win: (100+) 1 in 1076

Regular symbols can appear in 5 different sizes: 1x1, 1x2, 1x3, 2x2 and 3x3.
A symbol's height has no impact on its value.
1x1, 1x2 and 1x3 symbols are evaluated as 1 symbol.
2x2 and 3x3 symbols are evaluated as 1 symbol on each individual reel
they cover.
A TITANWAYS™ Win occurs when 3 or more identical symbols land on
consecutive reels from the leftmost to right.
All wins pay left to right.
The win is multiplied by the number of winning symbols per reel according
to the Paytable and by the Multiplier (if any).

Lorem ipsum

The Wild Haunt Feature is activated for each Ghost King symbol landing on
the reels.
The Wild Haunt Feature randomly selects one non-1x1 symbol and
disassembles it into multiple 1x1 symbols of the same kind.
Each 1x1 symbol the Wild Haunt Feature creates also may be randomly
upgraded to a Wild symbol.

Collecting 3 Bonus symbols in a Base Game round activates 10 Phantom
Free Spins.
In the Phantom Free Spins, there is a win Multiplier that starts at x1 and is
increased by 1 after each Avalanche.
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